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RCA computers: a technical review and forecast

B. W. Pollard

No review of computers, either in the data processing world at large, or within RCA, can cover all facets. It is therefore the object of this review to focus upon the primary purpose of the computer in the RCA market environment, to discuss how that purpose has been fulfilled in the past and the present, and to forecast future trends.

Brian W. Pollard, Mgr.
Engineering—Camden
Information Systems Division
Camden, N.J.

received the BA and MA in natural and mechanical sciences from Clare College, Cambridge in 1944 and 1948. He joined RCA in January 1946 as manager of product planning for EDP. He was appointed to his present position in June 1967. Prior to joining RCA, he was with Burroughs Corporation from 1948 to 1965 where he was director of engineering—data processing, and manager, data processing activity. From 1948 to 1958 he was with Ferranti, Ltd., England, and held the position of manager, computer department. He was chief US delegate to the first three international data processing standards conferences (1961, 1962, 1964); technical program chairman for the spring joint computer conference in 1963; and general conference chairman for the SJCC in 1967. He has nine patents issued, and is a senior member of the IEEE, and member of the IEE (UK).

Although there is a significant overlap, the two major applications of computers can be characterized as commercial and scientific. The major market is the commercial one, covering the private and governmental enterprises of the country. Less than 20 years ago the first commercially built computers were delivered to customers. Today over 30,000 computers are integrated into the day-by-day operations of industry, commerce, and the government.

System emphasis

In the past, and still today to a degree, computers have been announced, and sold, on the basis of the technologies employed, the circuit speeds achieved, the construction techniques adopted, and so on. Today, and more so in the future, the emphasis is upon the capability of the system to do the tasks the customer requires to have done. It is at this point that the careful use of the word system rather than computer must be explained. By system we mean the total complex of hardware, software, and human operations that is required to function as an entity to perform the required tasks. It is this system, or at least the hardware and software components of it, which the customer expects to receive from the manufacturer.

First generation

It is then in this context of commercial systems that this review of RCA work will be made. In 1950, RCA undertook a study of market areas related to data processing and identified a need for a large commercial data processing system structured around the commercial needs for sorting, merging, deleting or extracting data, together with manipulation and decision making. Accordingly RCA undertook the development of such a system for the Army Tank and Automotive Command. BIZMAC was, of course, a tube machine and was also the largest data processing installation delivered at that time (1955). It used 32,000 tubes and 600,000 other components, and yet had a maximum memory size of only 8,000 7-bit words.

It had, however, many advanced systems concepts:

The first commercial variable word length computer;
A powerful and sophisticated set of 3 address instructions;
A unique program library system using magnetic tapes and special tape readers;
A special hand-wired program machine, the Sorter, for file resequencing, instructing, merging, and the like.

As can be seen from Table I, its speed—both circuit and memory—was rela-
tively slow by today's standards, but its capability for data manipulation of all kinds, and the minimized manual intervention, made it, as a system, well ahead of its time. For all its sophistication, it was still a first-generation computer, with programming done at the machine-code level; this allowed the (user) programmer to exploit the idiosyncrasies of the hardware, but of course severely limited the magnitude of the programs which could reasonably be written.

A later version of Bizmac permitted sorting to be performed on the main processor, rather than on specialized hardware. Also some simultaneity of I/O operations with internal operations was provided for, although this had to be optimized in detail by the programmer.

Second generation

The second generation of RCA equipment consisted of the 501, 301, and 601 in order of announcement. Second generation equipment is usually characterized as that which started to use semiconductors rather than tubes. However, there was another and important characteristic—the development and use of software which was somewhat more remote from the machine code of earlier systems. Procedure-oriented languages started to be used, and a wider variety of service programs were developed, including ones which permitted automatic execution from one job to another, and assignment of peripheral devices. Also during the second generation, problem-oriented languages began to be developed; one of the earliest COBOL compilers was developed by RCA.

The 501 was relatively slow, but it did allow for a large core store (up to 262,000 7-bit words) and it was the first commercially delivered transistorized computer. The 301, which came two years later, had very significant performance increases and had a characteristic which contributed significantly to its long life and popularity. It was the first computer to be designed with a generalized interface which simplified the design of electronics to attach literally any kind of peripheral equipment. Earlier systems had always required major surgery if a new peripheral device was to be added after the design had been completed.

The 601 was planned to provide a system which was somewhat more oriented to the scientific world in that it provided powerful computational capabilities. In addition it utilized an interrupt scheme and provided multi-programming capabilities.

The RCA 3301

Between the second and third generation, RCA developed a system which combined many of the characteristics of the 301/501 class and the 601 into one system, the 3301. This system was provided with major software support in the area of languages, service programs and operating systems.

Third generation

The third generation of equipment has been variously defined, but the salient characteristic of these systems is their use of sophisticated operating systems that allow the user programs to be essentially decoupled from the specific hardware in use. The user is able to develop his programs in a high level language, such as COBOL or FORTRAN and then have these programs compiled and executed on systems appropriate to his needs. This decoupling from the hardware would be significantly more difficult if, as in the past, every computer had been designed as a unique, free standing device. Hence, another characteristic of the third generation, with some manufacturers at least, has been the adoption of the concept of compatibility. This concept requires that systems with a range of performance (speed) shall have essentially identical characteristics. Hence operating systems (and compiled programs) may be run without modification on systems within the compatible family.

The Spectra 70 family is, of course, a compatible family of systems, with, in addition a very significant degree of compatibility with RCA's major competitor—the IBM system 360. This compatibility with system 360 does not extend to all of the features which are used only by the operating systems. Thus there is no interchangeability of operating systems, but user programs may be compiled and executed under the operating systems of either family. This form of compatibility means that any comparison of system performance must take the operating system into account, as well as the circuit and memory speeds of the computer. There is therefore another dimension, software, in any table of competitive performance. So far, with the Spectra 70 family, not only has each member of the family outperformed the equivalent member of the competitive family, but each of the RCA operating systems has been more efficient and hence faster than those of the competition.

When the Spectra 70 family was last discussed in the RCA Engineer (Volume 11, No. 3, October/November 1965) the family consisted of the 15, 25, 45 and 55 with the 70/35 announced just as that issue was going to press. Since then, the Spectra 70 time sharing system (70/46) has been announced and production units delivered; also, there has been a significant increase in the maximum data rate for the selector channels of the 70/45.

This review began with a discussion of the commercial market and its implications. How have the RCA systems fitted into this market, and what is the future?

RCA equipment today

The second generation was a learning period. A large number of computers (probably 20,000) was built and installed and users became accustomed to having their computer systems intimately (and intricately) involved in their day-to-day operations. However, in general, each job was run separately and distinctly from each other job, and the total workload was accomplished by the use of multiple systems, each handling a given number of tasks. Since no integration between these tasks was possible, there was wasteful duplication and overlapping. Furthermore, programming in relatively elementary and unsophisticated languages made the development of lengthy programs difficult and time consuming, and modifications (by anyone other than the original programmers) virtually impossible. The RCA systems were in line with the general trend during this period, and the 301 particularly may be counted as a very successful system. In the second generation, sophisticated users recognized the
The Bizmac computer (top) was the largest data processing installation in 1955; it had a maximum memory size of 8,000 7-bit words. The RCA-501 (middle) was one of RCA's second generation computers; it was relatively slow but could store up to 262,000 7-bit words. The Spectra 70 (bottom) represented significant advances in the use of operating systems and in compatibility.

Advances in packaging have been among the most dramatic changes from the first through the third generation: top, Bizmac packaging; middle, RCA 601 packaging; bottom, Spectra packaging.
Corresponding to the packaging advances came improvements in wiring from the hard wired Bizmac (top) to the more compact RCA-601 wiring and ultimately to the printed wiring of the Spectra series.

From tubes to transistors to integrated circuits, the module sizes continually decreased and functional sizes increased. At top, the Bizmac tube-type board contains one flip flop; middle, the transistorized RCA-501 board contains about two flip flops; the Spectra board bottom, has about eight flip flops.
Table I—Chronology of RCA computer systems developments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Date announced</th>
<th>Circuit speed (ns) and type</th>
<th>Memory cycle time (μs)</th>
<th>Size range (bits per word)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIZMAC</td>
<td>Nov. 1955</td>
<td>250 diodes/tubes</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4-8 K/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>Feb. 1958</td>
<td>1,000 resistor/transistor</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16-262 K/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>Feb. 1960</td>
<td>230 diode/transistor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10-40 K/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>Feb. 1960</td>
<td>90 diode/transistor</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8-32 K/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3301</td>
<td>Feb. 1965</td>
<td>50 diode/transistor</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>40-160 K/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/15</td>
<td>Dec. 1964</td>
<td>60 diode coupled nand</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4-8 K/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/25</td>
<td>Dec. 1964</td>
<td>60 diode coupled nand</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>16-65 K/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/35</td>
<td>July 1965</td>
<td>24 emitter coupled current mode</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>32-65 K/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/45 I</td>
<td>Dec. 1964</td>
<td>24 emitter coupled current mode</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>65-262 K/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/45 II</td>
<td>Mar. 1968</td>
<td>24 emitter coupled current mode</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>65-262 K/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/46</td>
<td>Apr. 1967</td>
<td>24 emitter coupled current mode</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>262 K/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70/55</td>
<td>Dec. 1964</td>
<td>24 emitter coupled current mode</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>65-524 K/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operating systems

The Spectra 70 systems currently have six announced operating systems: pos (Primary Operating System), tox (Tape), dos (Disc), taox (Tape-Disc), mcs (Multi-channel Communications System), and toso (Time Sharing). Each of these operating systems should (and must) be considered the equivalent of a major hardware product. It requires many man years of development; it must be very thoroughly tested prior to release; it must be very well documented, not only for the users, but also for those who come later and may wish to make modifications. Because of its complexity, and in spite of prior testing, errors are sure to be discovered in use; these must be corrected and the operating system updated. It should come as no surprise to note that there are approximately as many Systems Programmers as there are Design Engineers in the Information Systems Division.

As indicated earlier, these operating systems have been shown to perform very competitively and they, in conjunction with the Spectra 70 hardware, have provided a solid base for rapid growth.

Communications capabilities

In meeting the user's need for an integrated system, in addition to being able to readily run multiple tasks or jobs and easily reassign peripheral devices from job to job, a communications capability is of major importance. The Spectra 70 family, with its 70/668 Communications Controller-Multi-channel has shown to have great capability in this area. The combination of RCA's excellent reputation in the communications field and the capabilities of Spectra 70 has resulted in significant successes. With the users tending more and more to the use of their own, and the common carriers' communication networks, the RCA communication capabilities are proving to be highly competitive.

Future trends

Thus it may be stated that the current RCA systems (hardware and software) are in the very center of the most important trends of third generation requirements. What of the future? Sometimes it is questioned whether there will be a recognizable fourth generation; certainly the traumatic shift from second to third generation, with all of its needs for emulation and reprogramming is not likely to be attempted again. Hence evolutionary steps are the most probable, with significant compatibility being retained. As more users recognize the value of centralized data bases, so will the need for large and economic random access memories grow. Centralized data bases imply a significant amount of centralized computing, if only to keep their data bases updated. Centralized systems also imply complex communications networks, since there can be no justification for such a centralized system if it is to be a bottleneck to the enterprise which uses it. With a centralized data base, inquiries to that data base are to be expected and provided for, since the data base provides the latest and best information that is available. Hence we may expect such a system to be active during the day (11 hours coast to coast) with inquiry-response and vital outputs, and to use the remainder of the 24 hours for updating, data manipulation, and report preparation, to say nothing of inquiry-response from overseas for major international corporations. Thus these systems must be oriented toward large scale data storage, complex communications, time sharing (to allow for complex, as well as simple inquiry-response), and because of the scope of the overall task, be capable of running on a 24-hour, 7-day-a-week basis, with the minimum of human intervention. RCA's experience, technology, and capability provides a strong base for meeting these requirements of the future.
A purview of RCA's computer business

J. J. MacIsaac

Every major division of RCA is involved in some way with the collection, transmission, storage, retrieval, conversion, and analysis of information; therefore, it is not unusual that the Information Systems Division should be largely devoted to the development and installation of computer-communications systems. Also, it is not unusual that the release of the Spectra 70/46 time sharing system and its allied software package, the Time-Sharing Operating System (TSOS), now places the company in a lead position for tomorrow's time-sharing market.

The part of many computer users to combined batch, on-line and time-shared processing. This will generate a need for new equipment—particularly remote terminals and mass storage devices—with a resultant impact on the peripheral systems market.

A look ahead

Concurrently, about 12% of computers installed around the world are communications-oriented. However, by 1975, 60 to 70% of all installed computers probably will be operating in a communications environment.

Many of these installations will be fourth-generation computers featuring improved third-generation architecture and machine organization. Inexpensive, small CRT display devices will be more readily available, and lower cost typewriter keyboards will permit rapid data entry to the computer plus high-speed information printout.

Fourth generation computers also will surpass current third-generation computers in their ability to unify batch processing and terminal transmission and perform many activities simultaneously.

Businessmen, using desk-top terminals, will query computer system records for needed information, even while the computer is processing engineering equations.

Students, using typewriter and visual display terminals, will answer computer-given questions, even while the computer is preparing next week's education program or producing next semester's classroom schedules.

Housewives, using touch-tone telephones will conduct routine financial transactions (such as, depositing money and paying bills). At the same time, a small numeric printing terminal will provide an instant record so husbands can reconcile these transactions on a daily basis.

Architects, using special graphic display terminals, will design buildings and have the computer automatically transform these designs into materials specifications, even while the computer is producing construction schedules for other buildings.

Doctors, using typewriter terminals to designate patient symptoms, will have the computer diagnose the illness, even while the computer is updating daily hospital records and preparing forms for insurance company submission.

Motor vehicle departments, using sensors placed along major traffic arteries, will have the computer analyze vehicle flow and schedule traffic light changes to achieve optimum vehicle movement.

These and other communications-based procedures even now are possible, many on systems such as the Spectra 70/45. Future communications/processing needs may be more economically handled, however, by time sharing systems such as the 70/46, or by 70/45's programmed for time sharing operation.

Principles of time sharing

Movement to time-shared processing is a natural and logical consequence of improvements in computer capability coupled with man's desire to obtain greater processing power for the dollar.

Time sharing simply means the apparently simultaneous use of a single computer by several users (each user is unaware that there are other users). The user may be a company, a division or branch of a company, an institution,
a government agency, or even a group of dissimilar organizations requiring access to a central processor. Each user receives a share of time available, and many jobs are performed simultaneously within a time period.

This cooperative use can be achieved in several different manners: by interspersing programs rapidly on one computer; by multiprogramming; or by multiprocessing—using two computers that are joined to permit the sharing of each other’s facilities. Multiprogramming enables several jobs to be handled concurrently, and is now considered the basic mode of almost all time sharing systems.

Multiprogramming is done by interleaving programs of the central processing unit, storage, and input/output devices. To do this, the control programs and equipment identify the point at which a problem program being executed must “wait” for the completion of some event. Then the control program begins another processing task that is ready to be executed. After this is accomplished, the control program goes on to something else or goes back to the previous, unfinished program. Since many programs may be in stages of partial completion, successful multiprogramming requires scheduling of levels of priority for the different procedures.

Multiprogramming, of course, has been a feature of some batch processing systems for some time. However, in a batch processing environment one usually thinks of three to six concurrently active operations, whereas in a time-sharing system 30 to 100 operations are considered typical.

In today’s time-sharing system, the user also enters commands from a terminal, compared to batch processing where commands typically are entered by paper tape or punched card. This makes the control function more complex, for with terminal input, the system must be capable of accepting the command and giving the user a few hundred milliseconds of processor time. If the user’s job is short and finishes in that time, he will receive the answer within seconds at his terminal. But, if the job is not short, time must be allocated for interspersment among other processing jobs so as to achieve rapid job completion.

From this description of time sharing principles, one might conclude that software is the fulcrum of system performance. But remember, in a time sharing system all the special data and commands must be rapidly shuttled between internal and external memories and between processor and input/output terminals. Furthermore, this data must be moved as single packages, and each package must be isolated so that data will not “leak” from one to another and interfere with the solution of another problem.

The best insurance of a marketable time sharing system is one which is engineered to provide full processing flexibility for the least possible dollar investment.

**RCA’s time sharing position**

Right now, RCA’s Spectra 70/46 stands virtually alone in its ability to provide time sharing with a medium-scale computer. Since its release in 1967, it has come to be known as one of the best time sharing systems in the industry, incorporating features that probably will be included in most future industry time sharing systems.

This year, sales of the Spectra 70/46 will become a significant part of ISD’s dollar volume. And, by 1975, it is anticipated that 75% of all sales activity will involve time sharing equipment.

RCA’s Time Sharing Operating System (Tsos) also is one of the industry leaders, and of all advanced operating systems probably offers the easiest man-machine interface of any system of equal sophistication. Tsos incorporates a direct access, extended multi-programming capability enabling concurrent local batch processing, remote batch processing, and interactive time sharing from remote terminals. Tsos also is capable of controlling up to 48 terminal users and up to 16 tasks in the background, thus enabling optimum computer utilization with little degradation in response time to terminal users.

**Time sharing applications**

Of the Spectra 70/46 time sharing systems sold last year, applications will be wide and varied. At the Moore
School of Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania, researchers for the first time will have access to a large system that can be exclusively for computer research projects. At this time, these include 35 different procedures, including computerized studies of the human body, computer analysis of electric power systems designed to prevent blackouts, and production of educational films that use animation generated by a computer. Equipment used here includes a 70/568 mass storage unit, two disc drives, and various terminal devices.

For Burlington Industries, Inc., the Spectra 70/46 represents an additional source of revenue. The system, which will be used exclusively by Burlington Management Services Co., a division of the parent company, will provide interactive time-sharing and batch processing simultaneously for industrial and other BMSC clients.

Work along similar lines also is getting started at Westinghouse Information Systems Laboratory in Pittsburgh, Pa. Here, however, the system will be used for customer numerical control operations.

Westinghouse has used various computers since 1962 to pioneer numerical control (N/C) techniques, including development of the Campoint N/C System—a special corporate software package. With the Spectra 70/46, Westinghouse expects to enhance this program by permitting outside manufacturer utilization and sharing of numerical control experiences.

Beginning this summer, Franklin and Marshall College, located in Lancaster, Pa., will lease its 70/46 to the Middle-Atlantic Education and Research Center, a non-profit corporation composed of six small schools and two research groups within a 100-mile radius of Lancaster. This marks the first time a group of small institutions has banded together as a cooperative to use a sophisticated computer for education and research. Some 35 teletypewriters will be linked to the computer from the various institutions, with the system operating up to 10 hours a day for 8,500 students, faculty, and researchers.

The University of Dayton (Ohio) also will be making available its 70/46 to other colleges who, with Dayton, comprise the Dayton-Miami Valley Consortium. With this $1.5 million installation, research, administrative, record-keeping and academic functions will be handled in a simultaneous batch and remote processing environment.

From these and other imminent installations—Equitable Life Assurance, Connecticut General, Lockheed Aircraft, Owens-Illinois, and others—it is apparent that RCA is off to a solid start in the run for time-sharing leadership. But, for this momentum to be continued, constant software improvement and consistent updating of hardware capability will be required.

**Future time-sharing requirements**

Changes in time shared processing will occur slowly. But they will occur. Tomorrow's systems will have to provide greater power for the dollar. This will require a closer alliance between software and design, thus a greater system's knowledge on the part of engineering.

Reliability will have to be assured, not only in the central processor but in all peripheral devices.

Terminal capability will have to be expanded. Besides visual display and typewriter devices, on-line graphics will be necessary.

Greater simplicity of system operation will be needed to provide faster and more efficient man-machine communication in a variety of unrelated processing environments.

RCA already is striving to meet these requirements—through development of better software procedures; and through total commitment to time-sharing market development.

All companies, of course, are seeking leadership in time sharing systems. And, for the moment at least, it's a wide-open market.

No company, however, or pair of companies, can match RCA's experience in the field of communications. Nor is there a company that can match RCA's experience in electronic display. These two factors, coupled with current Spectra 70/46 success, has to make RCA a leading contender among all computer producers.
Circuit concepts for the series 1600 computer

J. W. Haney | D. B. Ayres

This paper traces the evolution of the circuit design for the series 1600 computer. A general approach to selecting an integrated circuit is presented, followed by the specifics for this particular application. A functional description of the circuit is given and the trends for this type of integrated circuit are discussed.

Given the task of specifying an integrated circuit for a particular application, there are nine areas that must be explored:

1) The Manufacturer
2) Fan-in, Fan-out (Current & Voltage Compatibility)
3) Speed
4) Noise Immunity
5) Power Supply Requirements
6) Power Dissipation
7) Family Logic Variations
8) Cost
9) Vendor Compatibility

General considerations

Manufacturer

The prime vendor or vendors must be major manufacturers of integrated circuits. Items for consideration are:

1) The engineering capability of the vendor.
2) The production capability of the vendor.
3) The total dollar volume of business with RCA.
4) The number of licensees or other manufacturers that produce the same products.

When considering engineering capability, it is important to gauge the appreciation of the vendor's device engineers regarding systems problems. The sources of noise in the system and the parameters of the integrated circuit that have major effects on system performance, and cost must be a mutual concern of the circuit designer and the device designer. Examples of these parameters are given in a subsequent article on "End of Line Reflections," and "The Pedestal Reflection."

The schedules and commitments of integrated circuit manufacturers are controlled to a large degree by Marketing. The engineering activity of the device manufacturer must be able to recognize the need for technical changes in the product and have prompt action effected once a decision is made between the circuit and device engineers. The influence of the vendor's engineering department in his own house is very important to the system designer. The production capability of the vendor is important. The best engineering talent in the world is useless unless the vendor has the capability to produce a reliable device and in the quantities needed. There are several yardsticks that can be applied to determine this. The past performance of the vendor, while doing business with RCA, can be provided by the purchasing department of RCA. They have local, as well as Corporate, history that is most helpful.

A plant visit can also be enlightening in this regard. A very desirable design goal is to specify as near as possible the vendor's product line device. His projected volume and existing production schedules then become pertinent. An RCA volume in addition to an industry volume, results in a lower unit cost than if the circuit is an RCA special.

The total dollar value of business that a vendor transacts with RCA is another consideration. If the amount is appreciable, it is sometimes very helpful to solicit the aid of RCA's purchasing activity in scheduling prototype parts for the design phase. They can overcome a lot of vendor inertia. Another item that a large volume of business can affect is component price. Sometimes the total dollar value in other areas can affect the price of an integrated circuit as much as, if not more than, the quantity.

It is axiomatic that two major integrated circuit manufacturers must be approved suppliers; however, after this
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has been effected it is extremely important to have secondary suppliers. It is quite advantageous to have at least one of the prime sources with an alternate that produces the same units. This further helps to protect RCA against having to be without components in the event of vendor problems. Licensees that can produce, but are lacking the full production capability of the larger companies, are valuable sources. There are times when the reaction time is less from the licensees.

Fan-in fan-out (current & voltage)
The fan-in and fan-out of the circuit to be considered should be given in terms of current and voltage as well as a number of like circuits it can drive. This is done to indicate its capability to drive other circuits such as delay lines, one-shots, transmitter-receivers, as well as other types of integrated circuits.

Speed
The configuration of the computer logic dictates the speed of the circuit used. The circuit designer is usually given a maximum pair delay and the maximum skew (max PD – min PD) that can be tolerated in the logic design. This parameter is arrived at after many iterations that weigh the trade-offs between what is acceptable from a design point of view and what is possible from a circuit design point of view.

Noise immunity
When evaluating noise immunity before samples are available, the specification sheets of the vendor must be used. The DC noise immunity is specified by most vendors. This is not necessarily the worst-case noise immunity for the particular circuits; however, the voltage swing and the noise immunity can be used as a figure of merit for the particular circuit. Considerations must include not only the ability of a circuit to reject noises caused by other circuits; but should also take into account the ambient noise that exists from the electrical package, radiation, and other such effects. Noise immunity, of course, is considered from both the high and low level states of the circuit. The rise and fall time of circuits have a bearing on the speed and noise generating characteristics, and should be considered when comparing circuit types.

A feel for the ac noise immunity can be derived by comparing DC noise immunity, voltage swing, rise and fall time, and circuit delay.

Power supply requirements
The number of power supply voltages required for an integrated circuit is also a consideration. Obviously, it is better to use one voltage rather than two, if circuit performance allows. This not only yields benefits in the power supply design, it also allows more pins for logic and less complicated power distribution schemes.

Power dissipation
Power dissipation within certain limits is not as important to the commercial computer designer as it is for many military applications; however, the speed-power ratio is a figure of merit of a circuit.

Family logic variations
The variations among members of a given integrated circuit family are not of uniform significance. For instance, the ECL circuit that provides a complementary output with each gate will not require as many family variations as will a TTL family. The TTL makes up for this with various gate configurations such as dual-4, single-8, and/or and expanders, quad 2’s, triple 3’s, etc. An added advantage of TTL is that it contains “small arrays,” such as the 16-bit memory elements that are located on a single chip. Within a particular IC family the number of variations is significant. To have a manufacturer create a set of masks to give a particular variation is very costly; therefore, the circuits that exist must be used where possible. Using the vendor’s standard line allows for expansion at no development cost to the user when the vendor adds circuit configurations to this line.

Cost
At the outset, before the vendor is picked and the exact volume is known, a cost comparison for small quantities (1 to 999) is helpful. This relationship does not hold up as the volume increases, however.

Vendor compatibility
All circuit variations of a particular

Fig. 1—Three circuit configurations: a) and b) were rejected, c) was the acceptable TTL circuit.

Fig. 2—Test for noise: a) input pulse, b) test circuit.

Fig. 3—Circuit noise measurements.
The circuit chosen—and why

Comparative values derived from the nine general categories that were discussed in the previous section were used to select the type of circuit for the series 1600 systems. Each of the nine categories was weighed in light of the available integrated circuits. A scaling factor from 0 to 4 was used for each integrated circuit type. As can be seen from Table 1, the items marked by an asterisk were multiplied by two as they were considered most important.

Table 1—IC Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>TTL</th>
<th>ECL</th>
<th>DTL</th>
<th>CTL</th>
<th>VTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Fan-in, Fan-out</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Speed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Noise Immunity</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Distortion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Logic Variations</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Compatibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In considering the circuits only, DTL, TTL and ECL were quite close. There were, however, other application considerations that further affected the integrated circuit selection. The series 1600 system logic design could tolerate a worst-case pair delay in the order of 35ns, therefore, TTL and ECL met the speed requirements while DTL did not. This ruled out DTL.

The electrical package and its associated cost were a major factor in choosing between ECL and TTL. The package employed in the Spectra 70 computers using ECL was a known quantity. The platters, line terminators, and triple layer plug-in boards were estimated and compared to the 2-series package cost, also a known quantity. The 2-series package is used in Spectra 70 peripheral equipment and the 70/15 and 70/25 computers. It uses automatic wire wrap and printed backplane wiring techniques, and is less expensive than the platter approach.

The TTL circuits were tested using the 2-series package with double-sided plug-ins and found to be compatible, providing the backplane wire routing could be closely controlled. This was accomplished using the Gardner-Denver wire wrap machine with routing that was generated by design automation programs.

Many 2-series discrete circuits existed that were compatible with TTL voltage levels and currents. These being the previously mentioned delay lines, one-shots, transmitter-receiver, etc. The ECL output was not compatible with these circuits.

The system packaging cost, plus the lack of compatibility with existing 2-series circuits, ruled out ECL.

These considerations, plus the large interest in TTL, which prevailed throughout the industry both in the USA and abroad (Siemens AG of Germany and Hitachi of Japan), made TTL the choice.

Selecting the TTL family

Once TTL was chosen, it was necessary to decide which family of TTL to use. Its operation is essentially the same for all families considered. The gate circuit is characterized by a multi-emitter input transistor, a phase splitter, and an active pull up output. The high speed is a result of three factors:

1) The multi-emitter input transistor allows for smaller geometries, hence lower circuit capacities and faster switching;
2) The transistor action of the input stage in sweeping stored charge from the base of the phase splitter contributes to the fast turn off of the device; and
3) The active pull up on the output gives the circuit a very low output impedance. This results in excellent capacitive drive capability.

The three circuit configurations considered are shown in Fig. 1. The circuit shown in Fig. 1a was not usable because:

1) The output impedance, with switching to a high level, is high enough to cause a pedestal in the threshold region;
2) The circuit was too slow; and
3) Input clamp diodes, essential for controlling reflections, were not in the circuit.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1b was rejected because:

1) Poor ac noise immunity;
2) Fall time too fast; and
3) No input clamp diodes.

The circuit chosen, along with its logic symbol and Boolean equation is shown in Fig. 1c. This circuit was acceptable because:

1) The output impedance, when switching to a high level, is low enough to
prevent a pedestal in the threshold region; 
2) It met system speed requirements; 
3) The vendors agreed to include the 
clamp diode in their standard lines; 
and 
4) It has adequate AC noise immunity.

**TTL circuit description**

When all inputs to the multi-emitter 
transistor \( Q_1 \) (Fig. 1c) are held high, 
current flows through the base resistor 
\( R_b \) into the phase-splitter, \( Q_2 \), and to 
the lower output stage, \( Q_3 \). Transistor 
\( Q_1 \) is in saturation, therefore, its collec-
tor is at a potential of \( V_{BB} \Rightarrow Q_1 + \ 
V_{CE(SAT)} \Rightarrow Q_1 \). Transistor \( Q_3 \) is in saturation 
with its collector current being supplied by the load. The output low 
level voltage is \( V_{OL} = V_{CE(SAT)} \Rightarrow Q_3 \). Tran-
sistor \( Q_3 \) is off; \( Q_1 \) is either on or off by 
a trickle current.

When one or more inputs to the 
multi-emitter gate \( Q_2 \), are low, no current 
flows to the base of \( Q_1 \) and it is 
off; therefore, \( Q_1 \) is off. The output 
high level voltage at this time is:

\[
V_{OH} = V_{CC} - \frac{I_R S}{h_{re} \Rightarrow Q_1} - V_{BB} \Rightarrow Q_1 - I_R S
\]

If \( I_R S \geq V_{RE(ON)} \Rightarrow Q_3 \), then \( Q_3 \) is on, and 
the output voltage at this time is:

\[
V_{OH} = V_{CC} - \frac{I_R S}{h_{re} \Rightarrow Q_1} - V_{BB} \Rightarrow Q_1 - \frac{V_{BB} \Rightarrow Q_1 (1 + h_{re} \Rightarrow Q_1) R_S}{h_{re} \Rightarrow Q_1} - V_{BB} \Rightarrow Q_1
\]

The AC noise immunity for this circuit 
is defined as follows:

**Positive Noise Immunity**

\[
V_{IN(MAX, LOW \ LEVEL)} - V_{OL(MAX)} \Rightarrow Q_1 \] is the input given \( V_{OH(MIN)} \) at the 
output with \( I_R S \) maximum.

**Negative Noise Immunity**

\[
V_{IN(MIN, HIGH \ LEVEL)} - V_{OH(MIN)} \Rightarrow Q_1 \] is the input given \( V_{OH(MAX)} \) at the 
output with \( I_R S \) maximum.

The following worst-case values were 
determined for the basic gate circuit:

\[
V_{IN(MAX, LOW \ LEVEL)} = 850 \text{mV} \\
V_{IN(MIN, MAX)} = 350 \text{mV} \\
V_{OH(MIN)} = 2.6 \text{V} \\
V_{IN(MIN, HIGH \ LEVEL)} = 1.9 \text{V}
\]

From the above values it is seen that 
\( PNF = 500 \text{mV} \) and \( NNF = 700 \text{mV} \).

Defining AC noise immunity for the 
gate circuit is more complex. The most 
meaningful definition of AC noise is the 
noise that will cause a flip-flop to latch.

The method of measuring this noise is 
delineated in Figs. 2 and 3.

In the test circuit shown in Fig. 2b, 
gate \( b \) is a minimum turn-on delay limit 
unit. In Fig. 2a, the input pulse width 
and amplitude are varied until the 
flip-flop latches. The input is then 
measured to determine a point on the 
curve. Several units having different 
turn-off delays were used in the gate \( a \) 
position and a family of AC noise 
immunity curves were generated. It was 
observed that the curves moved to the 
left along the horizontal axis as a direct 
function of their measured turn-off 
delay. With this information and the 
minimum switching turn-off delay value, 
it was possible to limit the size of the 
"noise blocks" determined by 
crossstalk, reflections, and power 
distribution to values that would 
guarantee system operation under worst-case 
conditions. A similar method was used 
to determine the size of the blocks for a 
turn-on condition.

**Current spiking**

When the output switches from a low 
to a high, \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) turn on faster than 
\( Q_3 \), can turn off and a current spike 
appears on the \( V_{CC} \) line. Examination of the circuit shows that:

\[
I_{CC(MAX)} = \frac{V_{CC} - V_{CE(SAT)} \Rightarrow Q_1 - V_{CE(SAT)} \Rightarrow Q_3}{R_s}
\]

The amplitude of this current spike 
depends on the value of \( R_s \) and is 
independent of loading. The very small 
saturation resistance of \( Q_2 \) overrides 
any load resistance in parallel with it. The 
pulse width of \( I_{CC} \) is determined by 
several factors. First, pulse width 
varies as a function of load capaci-
tance. Second, as the temperature 
increases, the \( h_{re} \) of \( Q_2 \) also increases 
causign it to turn-off slower; this 
increases the time that both \( Q_2 \) and \( Q_3 \) 
are on simultaneously. The current spike 
on the \( V_{CC} \) line is a major consideration 
in designing with TTL. Ground planes 
on the plug-ins and high frequency 
capacitors in the series 1600 controlled 
the effect of the current spike.

**A recent version of TTL**

The circuit in Fig. 4 is a recently 
available version of TTL. The operation 
of this circuit is the same as those pre-
viously described except for the following:

On a rising input, the offset transistor, 
\( Q_2 \), remains off until its \( V_{BB} \) is 
overcome. When it turns on, the phase-
splitter emitter will see an equivalent 
resistance of approximately 570 \Omega to 
ground.

Prior to the turn-on of \( Q_3 \) or \( Q_4 \), there 
is essentially no current flowing in \( Q_3 \). 
This means that the collector node of 
\( Q_3 \) and the output will be at a high 
potential until \( Q_1 \) or \( Q_3 \) turn-on. Then, 
the output changes rapidly (Fig. 5). 
When a resistor to ground is in the 
circuit, the collector of \( Q_4 \) and the out-
put change as shown in Fig. 5 (for 
standard TTL).

On a falling input, \( Q_4 \) will remain in 
saturation until the potential at the 
emitter of \( Q_1 \) falls below the \( V_{BB} \) drop 
of \( Q_1 \) or \( Q_4 \); at this time, \( Q_4 \) has no 
path for emitter current and abruptly 
turns off. The collector of \( Q_4 \) and the 
output node correspondingly rise to 
a high level.

The effects of this non-linear circuit 
in the emitter of \( Q_4 \), are shown in the 
transfer characteristic in Fig. 5. It can 
be seen that the noise immunity of the 
circuit is improved. The purchase spec-
cification for the integrated circuit used 
in the series 1600 computer includes 
this new version of TTL.

**TTL trends**

The series 1600 computer system TTL 
circuit is the standard Information 
Systems Division medium-speed inte-
grated circuit. There are several recent 
developments that enhance the advan-
tages of TTL, such as the many small 
arrays on the market that are TTL com-
patible. The wired or function is being 
added to the family and is used where 
speed is not the primary consideration. 
The component price is such that it 
will be less expensive than DTL in the 
immediate future. We feel the stand-
ard TTL is a very firm base from which 
to develop future computer circuit 
designs.
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Installation of computers

B. Aaront

As RCA computer systems evolved from the small data processing unit to the large scale communications system, more efficient methods of installation, planning, and control were necessary. Previously the service manager who had a maximum of five or ten units to install could be on site as the equipment was being delivered. With large-scale communications systems having one or more computers, twenty or thirty tape stations, mass storage units, and multiple remote devices, it became apparent that this same manager could no longer operate intuitively. This paper emphasizes the growing need for formal planning and control techniques for the installation of RCA computers. It also documents the progress to date in applying these techniques.

Therefore, better methods to allocate our resources had to be devised. To accomplish this objective, a formal management control system was applied to the installation of major RCA computer systems. All resources available, such as manpower, material, time, money, and outside engineering assistance, would be catalogued and used as factors in the system. Restraints upon the project, such as installation due dates, system acceptance tests, customer needs, site facilitation, customer program implementation, and other factors would also be catalogued and used in the master project plan. Initial charting and planning techniques used were GANT charts, SHEWART charts, and an approach to PERT and critical path method.

SAMMS program

One of the first systems to undergo this management planning was the SAMMS (standard automated material management systems) program. The master planning chart that evolved (Fig. 1), indicates that we used a combination of most of the presently accepted techniques. In retrospect we find a less than rigorous approach, in particular in the planning chart which does not conform to orthodox PERT or CPM planning. The planning combined both task and event orientation, and depended mainly upon event reporting. Basic tasks charted were:

1) Manpower training,
2) Manpower at manufacturing plant,
3) Design fabrication and system test schedule,
4) Equipment checkout at manufacturing plant,
5) Spare parts, test equipment and tools,
6) Engineering support, and
7) Environmental and site planning.

SAAMS manpower

For each man assigned to the project a complete dossier was established, showing his education, present training and past job history. This was compiled into a continually expanding skills inventory. The skills inventory was used by project management as a guide to arriving at the appropriate timely decision. A major objective of our planning was to enable our management personnel to have all of the necessary information at their disposal to allow them to make these decisions at the decision points. Therefore, when a decision point was arrived at, management would have a concise listing of the objectives to be met, they would know what was required to meet the objectives, and would have the sum total of all the resources at their disposal.

Phase II

Despite the departure from orthodox PERT and CPM planning techniques in the SAMMS installation, it was apparent the intensive planning and charting which occurred during this installation were in a large measure responsible for the successful completion of the installation. Therefore, work was started on more sophisticated and formal techniques of this type of planning. A new procedure for installation of major systems was embarked upon. This planning was to be based on task orientation and event reporting, with specific fall-back procedures at each critical juncture point.

The installation would be considered a closed system and careful planning and charting would be devoted to the following resources:

1) Manpower
2) Material
3) Time
4) Training

In addition, charting also included the following restraints:

1) Customer deadlines
2) Customer tests
3) Acceptance tests
4) Financial restraints

A diagrammatic approach of the arrow network type chart was decided upon, combining a modified PERT and a CPM technique. In addition, specific break points, dummy job lines, decision points, and alternate courses of action at the decision points would be inserted.

In the computer industry, competition has been increasing, profit margins have been shrinking, and it has become increasingly more difficult to obtain maintenance manpower.
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A fall-back plan was devised for each decision point. The plan included a complete list of all resources, both men and material, courses of alternate action, the effect upon the resources of each alternate course of action and the time frame within which the decision must be made.

Skills inventory

As a result of our SAMMS experience we expanded the skills inventory and insured it would be compiled for each major project. The skills inventory became a compilation of the individual and total manpower assigned to the project. For each man, a separate chart was prepared showing his past educational background, past experience, RCA experience and training, his present training, and his scheduled training. At any point in time, this skills inventory showed the total manpower resources available to the project manager.

Management information

Since it was essential to keep management completely informed as to the position of each particular project, each major Spectra installation was considered as a separate project. To provide the necessary information, the following items were charted:

1) Our objectives on a timely basis.
2) The men, material and other resources required.
3) Resources available.
4) The Decision Points at which alternate courses of action should or could be taken.

Installation diagram

The arrow network diagram was of prime importance in determining the proper work sequence in system checkout. It was essential that the model be one which could be related to the work on a one-for-one basis. In essence, this called for accurate timing of each task to be undertaken. Detailed analysis was made of each particular step of the installation. For example:

1) Initial pack of equipment at West Palm Beach and Camden, N.J.;
2) Deployment of key installation personnel and site representative;
3) Unloading from van;
4) Cartage to the site;
5) Physical installation at site;
6) Installation of power cables;
7) Installation of signal lines;
8) Preliminary checkout and debugging of equipment on a functional basis;
9) Running test and maintenance routines;
10) Running customer data; and
11) Running final acceptance test.

Each of these items was given a time cycle. In addition, time elements were applied to the sub-elements of the total job. For example, with respect to the checkout of the Processor, the sub-element time cycles were:

1) Installation of main racks;
2) Initial power-up test;
3) Installation of read only memory;
4) Basic time-cycle checkout;
5) Basic processor checkout;
6) Basic memory checkout;
7) Processor T&M checkout;
   a) EO tests;
   b) Buss-adder tests,
   c) Fast memory tests,
   d) Main memory tests,
   e) Snap shot and diagnose control,
   f) Staticizing,
   g) Exclusive functions, etc.
8) Checkout of monitor printer; and
9) Installation and checkout of special features.

The total grouping then, of sub-elements, elements, and major job cycles, gave the planner the total time necessary to complete the job and establish the break points. In addition, the scheduling criteria of each job was carefully examined. In particular, the necessity for start time was looked at very closely. A job was considered critical if the necessity for starting this particular job was tightly time oriented. If it was not time oriented, it was labeled a non-critical job. As in standard PERT and CPM planning, float and slack time determinations were made.

Additional advantages

Because of the necessity for careful analysis with respect to the planning itself, certain work that had been done in the past, always in a predetermined fashion by either habit or because it was "always done that way" was carefully analyzed. In some cases, it was found that the optimum sequence of work was other than it had been done in the past.

Specific applications

In late 1965, a letter of intent was given to RCA by the Department of Motor Vehicles of the State of California for a vast Computer Communications Network with an automatic realtime system. The system was to include a total
The system had to be capable of handling sixteen thousand transactions per peak hour and have an automated data bank located in Sacramento with storage capacity for over fifteen billion characters.

The DMV complex consisted of two separate systems: 1) a Spectra 70/45E data processing system with very large mass-storage capability and 2) a very large Spectra 70/45G data communications system. Although each system was entirely separate, the installation, operation, and customer implementation had to be rigidly controlled so that both systems were operational at exactly the same time.

**Planning**

Detail charting and analysis of the project was started one year before installation. The planning and installation charts for the overall installation of the file control system and communication subsystem took the form of arrow diagrams and embodied most of the PERT and CPM techniques (Fig. 2). The arrow diagrams were task oriented with event milestones. Each event milestone showed both total starting or finish float. In addition, subcharts showed critical decision points, potential problem points, and points at which fall-back procedures had to be invoked.

**Job parameters**

All planning must be congruent with the particular operation to be performed; therefore, prior to arriving at a final planning chart of the project itself it was necessary for management to decide the method of allocation of total resources. The basic resources available were men, material, money, and time.

In essence, three choices or modes of operation were open, they were:

1) Optimize both time and money—have an efficient and judicious distribution of men and material to obtain the maximum efficient output within an optimum time frame. This would not necessarily yield the minimum installation time.

2) Plan to have an installation completed with minimum money being spent. This would then give us unlimited use of time as a resource.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESSOR</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>JUL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. FOREMAN</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CANDEN</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. MASON</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CANDEN</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. ROACH</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CANDEN</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. HAWTHORNE</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. MCCLENDON</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. MAGNUSON</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM ACCESS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEYOUING</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. WILLIAMS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. ROBERSON</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. LAZARSKI</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. WAGNER</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. HERNANDEZ</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. GIBBS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. PETEE</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERIPHERALS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>OUT CHERRY HILL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. ROACH</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. MCCLENDON</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. LAZARSKI</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
<td>REFER PROCESSOR SECTION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3—Manpower training schedule for the Department of Motor Vehicles system.

3) Plan to have the installation completed in minimum time. This would allow the greatest use of manpower, material, and money.

Due to the critical nature of the installation with respect to the marketing of Spectra systems, it was decided that these systems should be installed in the minimum time. This minimum time interval was one that coincided with the needs of the State of California for implementation of its on-line communication system for both driver licenses and vehicle registration.

Planning was oriented to this mode of operation to achieve minimum installation time while still ensuring that it be done within reasonable financial bounds. It was mandatory that management be kept completely informed at all stages of the operation both on a technical and marketing basis. Accordingly, an event-oriented reporting procedure was established. This event orientation gave home office management bench marks in time, and in most cases these event-oriented points were also the critical or decision points.

Training
Sub-elements of the total system such as training, used a GANT chart method of presentation (Fig. 3). In essence, the planning was handled on the main system installation chart, and the scheduling was handled on a sub-chart. The sub-chart deals with the training schedule, and shows the scheduling of the training for all of the men at the site. In particular, it indicates the high level of cross training given each man. Based on minimum installation time, the main planning document showed that to have a 90% chance of success at the decision points there had to be enough cross training in the skills inventory to allow for at least 20% attrition. To compensate additional men were trained for each particular piece of equipment. Each piece of equipment was covered by at least three fully trained men.

On-site application
Constant and careful surveillance of the critical path was provided by a rigid control system including a maintenance PERT diagram of all elements relating even indirectly to installation, training, and maintenance. Part of this control system was a complete weekly status report. In addition, a daily exception report was sent by TWX to the manager of major systems. As a result of the control system this resulted in operation of the Driver's License complex of equipment within a month after delivery. Both the Spectra 70/45E and the 70/45G subsequently went to a 17 hour/day schedule and operated sometimes six and even seven days per week.

In three definitive cases, the operation did not meet a particular decision point. In these cases fall-back procedures were used, manpower scheduling was re-arranged and a predetermined plan of action was started. This was one of the greatest advantages of using formal planning techniques, that is, the problems were solved before they occurred.

Summary
It was apparent that the use of planning and control techniques increased efficiency, reduced the need for excess resource allocation, and increased customer satisfaction with the RCA product. These techniques, while sophisticated with respect to past installation techniques are gross and crude compared to approaches that can be used. A refinement of the above techniques took place with the installation of the Southern Bell Rate-Quote System, and further work is now taking place with the Field Engineering Department of Information Systems to provide a true PERT-CPM approach to computer installation.